INTRODUCTION 1

Hello. I'm ________________ and I'm calling on behalf of your Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, whose role is to promote and protect the health of everyone who lives in Los Angeles County. The Department of Public Health is conducting an important survey among Los Angeles County residents.

May I please speak with any adult, 18 years of age or older, who resides in this household?

ENTER APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION

INTRODUCTION 2

We are calling to collect information about the health of children to help the Department better serve the needs of all children in Los Angeles County. Your telephone number was randomly generated by a computer. We are definitely NOT selling anything or asking for money. The survey is absolutely confidential and the answers given will not be associated with your children or your household in any way. This is a public health survey sponsored by your Los Angeles County Department of Public Health. If you have any questions about the survey, you may contact the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health at (213) 240-7785.

1 = CONTINUE

SC1. Is your household located in Los Angeles County?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF SC1=1, GO TO SC2.
ELSE ASK SC1a.)

SC1a. In what city or town do you live? (ENTER CITY CODE FROM TACKUP)

(RANGE=1 through 482; 997=Other; 998=Don't Know; 999=Refused)

_____ Enter City Code

(IF A CITY ON THE LIST IS GIVEN AT SC1a, GO TO SC2.
IF SC1a = OTHER, DON'T KNOW, OR REFUSED, TERMINATE (“S/O SC1a – NOT in LA County”) AND SAY: “I'm sorry but you are not eligible for this survey. We are only interviewing people who currently live in Los Angeles County. Thank you for your time.”)

SC2. How many children live in your household who are... (insert item)?

_____ # of Children (RANGE=0 through 20; 98=Don't Know; 99=Refused)

a. 12 to 17 years old
b. 6 to 11 years old
c. 5 years of age or YOUNGER
(Programmer: Create a variable called “totchild” which is the sum of SC2a/SC2b/SC2c.
IF “fproj”=4851C OR 4851L, use “totchild” data that was collected from Q78a /Q78b / Q78c.)
IF (SC2a=1 through 20) and (SC2b=98 OR 99) and (SC2c=98 OR 99), set “totchild” to
answer from SC2a.
IF (SC2a=98 OR 99) and (SC2b=1 through 20) and (SC2c=98 OR 99)), set “totchild” to
answer from SC2b.
IF (SC2a=98 OR 99) and (SC2b=98 OR 99) and (SC2c=1 through 20), set “totchild” to
answer from SC2c.
IF (SC2a=1 through 20) and (SC2b=1 through 20) and (SC2c=98 OR 99), set “totchild”
to sum of SC2a/ SC2b.
IF (SC2a=1 through 20) and (SC2b=98 OR 99) and (SC2c=1 through 20), set “totchild”
to sum of SC2b/ SC2c.
IF (SC2a=98 OR 99) and (SC2b=1 through 20) and (SC2c=1 through 20), set “totchild”
to sum of SC2b/ SC2c.

(IF “totchild”>0, GO TO SC2v.
IF (“totchild”=0) OR (98 OR 99 TO ENTIRE SC2 series), TERMINATE (“S/O SC2 – No Children
Under 18”) AND SAY: “I'm sorry but you are not eligible for this survey. We are only interviewing
households with any children under 18 years of age. Thank you for your time.”)

SC2v. I just want to confirm that there (is / are) a total of (insert sum of SC2a/SC2b/SC2c) (child /
children) under 18 in your household.

-- (insert from SC2a if 0 through 20) that (is / are) 12 to 17 years old
-- (insert from SC2b if 0 through 20) that (is / are) 6 to 11 years old
-- (insert from SC2c if 0 through 20) that (is / are) 5 years of age or YOUNGER

Is this correct, or did I enter any of your answers INCORRECTLY?

1 = All answers are correct
2 = One or more answers are INCORRECT
9 = (VOL) Refuses to confirm answers

(IF SC2v=1, GO TO “INSTRUCTIONS FOR RANDOM SELECTION OF CHILD.”.
IF SC2v=2, GO READ DISPLAY BELOW THEN GO BACK TO SC2a.
IF SC2v=9, DISPOSITION AS REFUSAL.)

Display: I will now need to go back and re-ask some questions.

1 = CONTINUE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RANDOM SELECTION OF CHILD

(Programmer: IF "totchild"=1, SELECT THAT CHILD, THEN GO TO R1.

IF "totchild">1, RANDOMLY SELECT 1 CHILD FROM AMONGST ALL CHILDREN GIVEN
AT Q78a/Q78b/Q78c OR Sc2a/SC2b/SC2c.

VARIABLES NEEDED FOR SELECTION"

1) CREATE A VARIABLE CALLED “AGE GROUP” TO SHOW THE GROUP FROM
WHICH THE CHILD WAS SELECTED.
> USE THE FOLLOWING TEXT FOR READ-INS THROUGHOUT THE
SURVEY:

> “12 to 17” (if selected from Q78a / SC2a)
> “6 to 11”    (if selected from Q78b / SC2b)
> “0 to 5”    (if selected from Q78c / SC2c)

2) CREATE A VARIABLE CALLED “POSITION” TO INDICATE WHICH CHILD WAS
SELECTED FROM WITHIN THE AGE GROUP.
> IF THERE WAS ONLY 1 CHILD FROM THE “AGE GROUP” THAT WAS
SELECTED, THEN “POSITION” SHOULD BE LEFT BLANK.
> IF THERE WAS MORE THAN 1 CHILD FROM THE “AGE GROUP” THAT
WAS SELECTED, USE THE FOLLOWING TEXT TO INDICATE
WHICH CHILD WAS SELECTED:

> “Oldest”
> “2nd Oldest”
> “3rd Oldest”
> ETC

NOW GO TO R1.)

R1. We would like to speak with the adult in the household who knows the most about the health and daily
routines of (IF "totchild"=1, read: “the child under age 18 who lives there”)(IF "totchild">1, read: “the
(insert “position”) child who is between the ages of (insert age group) who lives there’). Are you this
person?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R1=1, ASK R2.
IF R1=2 OR 8 OR 9, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE R2a.)

R2. We would like to ask some questions about the health and daily routines of this child. (IF ADULT SURVEY
(4851C OR 4851L), insert: “As a way of reimbursing you for your time, we will pay you $10 once you have
completed the new survey.) May we continue?

1 = Agrees to continue
2 = Not able to continue right now / Schedule callback
9 = Respondent NOT willing / Refuses to continue
(IF R2=1, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE R3.
IF R2=2, SCHEDULE CALLBACK.
IF (R2=9) OR (R1=2 OR 8 OR 9), ASK R2a.)

R2a. Is there another adult who lives in the household who (IF R1=2 OR 8 OR 9, read: “knows the MOST”) (IF R2=9, read: “is equally as knowledgeable as you”) about the health and daily routines of (IF “totchild”=1, read: “the child under age 18 who lives there”) (IF “totchild”>1, read: “the (insert “position”) child who is between the ages of (insert “age group”) who lives there”)?

1 = Yes, new respondent brought to phone
2 = Yes, but new respondent not available / Schedule Callback
3 = Yes, but new respondent NOT willing / Refuses
4 = No other adults that are MOST knowledgeable
9 = (VOL) Refused / Not willing to transfer call

(IF R2a=1, GO TO R2b.
IF R2a=3 OR 4 OR 9, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.
IF R2a=2, ASK R2a1.)

R2a1. Could you please provide me with the name or initials of this person so that we can ask for him/her directly when we call back?

1 = Gave Response
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R2a1=1, SCHEDULE CALLBACK.
IF R2a1=9, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)

R2b. Hello. I’m _____________ and I’m calling on behalf of your Los Angeles County Department of Public Health. I had conducted an interview with another adult member of your household, and he/she indicated that you are someone who knows the most about the health and daily routines of (IF “totchild”=1, read: “the child under age 18 who lives there”) (IF “totchild”>1, read: “the (insert “position”) child who is between the ages of (insert age group) who lives there”). Is this correct?

[Interviewer: IF SAYS THEY ARE EQUALLY AS KNOWLEDGEABLE AS ANOTHER ADULT IN THE HH, RECORD AS “YES.”]

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R2b=1, ASK R2b1.
IF R2b=2 OR 8 OR 9, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)

R2b1. We would like to ask some questions about the health and daily routines of this child. (IF ADULT SURVEY (4851C OR 4851L), insert: “As a way of reimbursing you for your time, we will pay you $10 once you have completed the new survey.) May we continue?

1 = Agrees to continue
9 = Respondent NOT willing / Refuses to Participate

(IF R2b1=1, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE R3. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)
R3. We can conduct the survey in any of the following languages – English, Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese, Korean and Vietnamese. In which language would you prefer to be interviewed?

1 = English
2 = Spanish
3 = Mandarin
4 = Cantonese
5 = Chinese (Unspecified)
6 = Korean
7 = Vietnamese
8 = Asian (Unspecified)
9 = Other
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R3=1, GO TO C1.
IF R3=2 through 8, GO TO R3a.
IF R3=9 OR 98, ASK R3b.
IF R3=99, INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)

R3a. An interviewer fluent in (read-in from R3) will call you back soon to conduct the interview in that language. We would greatly appreciate your participation in this important survey when our interviewer calls back.

1 = SCHEDULE CALLBACK

(Programmer: WHEN CALLED BACK, SURVEY SHOULD START AT C1.)

R3b. We can only conduct the interview in English, Spanish, Mandarin or Cantonese, Korean and Vietnamese. Is there another adult in your household who speaks English or one of these languages AND who knows an equal amount as you about the health and daily routines of (IF “totchild”=1, read: “the child under age 18 who lives there”) (IF “totchild”>1, read: “the (insert “position”) child who is between the ages of (insert “age group”) who lives there”)?

1 = Yes
2 = No
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R3b=1, ASK R3b1.
IF R3b=2 OR 9, DISPOSITION AS LANGUAGE BARRIER.)

R3b1. May I please speak with that person?

1 = Yes, new adult brought to phone
2 = Not available now
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R3b1=1, GO TO R3b2.
IF R3b1=2, ASK R3b1a.
IF R3b1=9, INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)

R3b1a. Could you please provide me with the name or initials of this person so that we can ask for him/her directly when we call back?

1 = Gave Response
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R3b1a=1, SCHEDULE CALLBACK.
IF R3b1a=9, INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)
R3b2. Hello. I'm _____________ and I'm calling on behalf of your Los Angeles County Department of Public Health. I had conducted an interview with another adult member of your household, and he/she indicated that you are someone who knows the most about the health and daily routines of (IF “totchild”=1, read: "the child under age 18 who lives there") (IF “totchild”>1, read: “the (insert “position”) child who is between the ages of (insert age group) who lives there"). Is this correct?

[INTERVIEWER: IF SAYS THEY ARE EQUALLY AS KNOWLEDGEABLE AS ANOTHER ADULT IN THE HH, RECORD AS “YES.”]

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF R3b2=1, ASK R3b2a.
IF R3b2=2 OR 8 OR 9, INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)

R3b2a. We would like to ask some questions about the health and daily routines of this child. (IF ADULT SURVEY (4851C OR 4851L), insert: “As a way of reimbursing you for your time, we will pay you $10 once you have completed the new survey.) May we continue?

1 = Agrees to continue
9 = Respondent NOT willing / Refuses to Participate

(IF R3b2a=1, GO BACK TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE R3. ELSE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C1.)

(INsert TIME STAMP)

(IF (R2a=3 OR 4 OR 9) OR (R2a1=9) OR (R2b=2 OR 8 OR 9) OR (R2b1=9) OR (R3=99) OR (R3b1=9) OR (R3b1a=9) OR (R3b2=2 OR 8 OR 9) OR (R3b2a=9), GO TO SR0.
ELSE GO TO C1.)

Display: Before we begin I need to tell you that my supervisor periodically monitors these interviews to ensure quality and courtesy.

CHILD IDENTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND

C1. So that we can refer to your child by name during the rest of the survey, what is his or her first name?

(INTerviewer: IF REFUSED, say: “What are his or her initials?”)

_____ Enter Name/Initials

Display: Most of the questions in this survey will be about the health and daily routines of (insert name/initials from C1).

C2. What is (child)’s age? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

_____ Enter Age (RANGE=0 through 17; 0=Less than 1; 99=Refused)

(Programmer: Age cannot exceed age range of randomly selected child.)

(IF C2=99 AND (RANDOM CHILD IS (6 to 11) OR (12 to 17)), ASK AUTOPUNCH C2a WITH AGE RANGE THAT CORRESPONDS TO RANDOM CHILD.
IF C2=99 AND (RANDOM CHILD IS 0 to 5), ASK C2a.
IF C2=3 through 17, GO TO C3.
IF C2=0 through 2, GO TO INSTRUCTION BEFORE C2b.)
C2a. Can you tell me generally if (child)'s age is...(READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

1 = 2 years old or younger,  
2 = 3 to 5 years old,  
3 = 6 to 11 years old, or  
4 = 12 to 17 years old?  
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Programmer: Answer must be consistent with age range of randomly selected child.)

(IF (C2=0 through 2) OR (C2a=1), ASK C2b.  
IF C2a=2 OR 3 OR 4, GO TO C3.  
IF C2a=9, DISPOSITION AS REFUSAL.)

C2b. What is (child)'s age in months? (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED)

_____ Enter Months (RANGE=0 through 35; 0=Less than 1 Month; 98=Don't Know; 99=Refused)

(IF (C2=0 AND C2b>11) OR (C2=1 AND C2b>23) OR (C2=1 AND C2b<12) OR (C2=2 AND C2b<24), GO BACK TO C2.  
ELSE GO TO C3.)

C3. Is (child) a...(READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

1 = Male, or  
2 = Female?

C4. What is your relationship to (child)?

[INTERVIEWER: IF JUST SAYS; “Parent” OR “Mother” OR “Father,” PROBE, “Are you the biological mother/father, the step mother/father, the adopted mother/father, or the foster mother/father?”]

1 = Biological Mother  
2 = Biological Father  
3 = Step-Mother  
4 = Step-Father  
5 = Adopted Mother  
6 = Adopted Father  
7 = Foster Mother  
8 = Foster Father  
9 = Sister  
10 = Brother  
11 = Aunt  
12 = Uncle  
13 = Grandmother  
14 = Grandfather  
98 = Other (specify)_______  
99 = (VOL) Refused
(IF (R2=1) AND Q5 FROM ADULT SURVEY (4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C5 WITH ANSWER FROM Q5. ELSE ASK C5.)

C5. [INTERVIEWER: ENTER GENDER BY OBSERVATION. IF UNABLE TO DETERMINE GENDER, READ TEXT BELOW.]  

Because it is sometimes difficult to determine over the phone, I am asked to confirm whether you are male or female?

1 = Male  (AUTOPUNCH IF C4=2 OR 4 OR 6 OR 8 OR 10 OR 12 OR 14)  
2 = Female  (AUTOPUNCH IF C4=1 OR 3 OR 5 OR 7 OR 9 OR 11 OR 13)  

INFANT QUESTIONS

(IF (C4=1) AND ((C2=0 through 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2)), ASK C6. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C9h.)

C6. Before you got pregnant with (child), did you receive information about any of the following that might help you prepare for pregnancy? (LACHS 07, MCAH)

C6 Answer Codes  
1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused  

(Randomize items)  
a. multi-vitamin or folic (FOH-LIK) acid supplements  
b. healthy weight for pregnancy  
c. nutrition  
d. the dangers of tobacco smoke exposure  
e. taking care of your gums and teeth  
f. genetic screening

C7. Since the birth of (child) did you return to work or begin a new job? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

(INTerviewer: DO NOT COUNT SCHOOL AS A JOB)  
1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused  

C8. The next questions ask about things that may have happened at the hospital where (child) was born. (LACHS 07 MODIFIED, 05; PRAMS 2004 MODIFIED; BREASTFEEDING MODULE P29)

[INTERVIEWER: A “Birthing Center” should be considered the same as a hospital.]

(insert Item)

C8 Answer Codes  
1 = Yes  
2 = No  
3 = (VOL) Child NOT born in hospital  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused  

a. Did you breastfeeding or feed breast milk to (child) in the hospital?
b. Did you breastfeed or feed breast milk to (child) in the first hour after birth?

C8b. Was (child) fed only breast milk at the hospital?

c. Was (child) fed only breast milk at the hospital?

d. Did (child) stay in the same room with you in the hospital?

e. Did the hospital give you a telephone number to call for help with breastfeeding?

C9. Was (child) ever breastfed or fed breast milk? (CDC NIS 2010, LACHS 07, MODIFIED)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C9a. Are you currently breast-feeding (child)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C9b. How old was (child) when (child) completely stopped breastfeeding or being fed breast milk? (CDC NIS 2010, LACHS 07 MODIFIED)

_____ Enter Months (RANGE=0 through 48; 0=Less than 1 Month; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused)

C9c. Which of the following were reasons why you stopped breastfeeding? (LACHS 07, MODIFIED 05, PRAMS 2004, MODIFIED; BREASTFEEDING MODULE P21)

(insert item) Was this a reason?

Q9c Answer Codes
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)
a. (child) had difficulty nursing.
b. Breast milk alone did not satisfy (child).
c. You thought (child) was not gaining enough weight.
d. You felt you didn’t have enough milk.
e. You or (child) became sick and you could not breastfeed.
f. Your nipples were sore, cracked or bleeding.
g. You felt it was the right time to stop breastfeeding.

h. You went back to work.

i. (child)'s father or other family members didn't want you to breast feed any more.

j. You were taking medication and you couldn't breastfeed

C9d. How old was (child) when (he/she) was FIRST fed formula? (New LACHS 2010, CDC NIS 2010)

1 = Gave Answer in Days  (RANGE=0 to 6)
2 = Gave Answer in Weeks  (RANGE=1 to 3)
3 = Gave Answer in Months  (RANGE=1 to 11)
4 = Gave Answer in Years  (RANGE=1 to 5)
5 = (VOL) At birth
6 = (VOL) Never / Still only feeding breast milk
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C9e. The next question is about the first thing that (child) was given other than breastmilk or formula. Please include juice, cow's milk, sugar water, baby food, or anything else that (child) might have been given, even water. How old was (child) when (he/she) was first fed anything other than breast milk or formula? (CDC NIS 2010, LACHS 05 MODIFIED)

1 = Gave Answer in Days  (RANGE=0 to 6)
2 = Gave Answer in Weeks  (RANGE=1 to 3)
3 = Gave Answer in Months  (RANGE=1 to 11)
4 = Gave Answer in Years  (RANGE=1 to 5)
5 = (VOL) At birth
6 = (VOL) Never fed anything other than breast milk or formula
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF ((C7=1) AND (C8a=1 OR C8b=1 OR C8c=1 OR C9=1)), ASK C9f.
ELSE GO TO C9g.)

C9f. When you went back to work, did your workplace have accommodations for you to breastfeed? This includes giving you a break time and a place to pump milk or breastfeed your baby. (LACHS 07, 05)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C9g. While you were pregnant with (child), did you participate in WIC (WICK), the supplemental food program for Women, Infants and Children? (LACHS 2005, 2002)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C2=0 through 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2), ASK C9h.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C15.)

C9h. Has (child) ever participated in the WIC (WICK) program? (LACHS 2005, 2002)

(IF NECESSARY: The supplemental food program for Women, Infants and Children.)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
C10. During (child)’s first year, did any professional visit your home to provide information about parenting (child), such as a nurse, or social worker? (LACHS 07, MODIFIED, 05, 02 MODIFIED)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C10=1, ASK C10a.
ELSE GO TO C11.)

C10a. During the time you were receiving these services, about how often did someone come to your home? Was it…(READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, MODIFIED, 05, 02 MODIFIED)

1 = once,
2 = twice, or
3 = 3 or more times?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(INsert time stamp)

DAILY ACTIVITIES/FAMILY INTERACTION

Display: The next few questions are about day to day activities that may occur in your family.

C11. How many days IN A TYPICAL WEEK do you or other family members READ to (child)? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02; LACHS 99 MODIFIED; URBAN INSTITUTE’S NATIONAL SURVEY OF AMERICA’S FAMILIES; NSECH 2000)

1 = Every day,
2 = 3 to 6 days,
3 = 1 to 2 days, or
4 = Never?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C12. How many days IN A TYPICAL WEEK do you or other family members TELL STORIES to (child)? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05)

1 = Every day,
2 = 3 to 6 days,
3 = 1 to 2 days, or
4 = Never?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C13. How many days IN A TYPICAL WEEK do you or other family members PLAY MUSIC OR SING songs with (child)? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, LACHS 99 MODIFIED; NSECH 2000; DAILY ROUTINES MODULE P44)

1 = Every day,
2 = 3 to 6 days,
3 = 1 to 2 days, or
4 = Never?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
C14. How many days IN A TYPICAL WEEK do you or other family members TEACH LETTERS, WORDS or NUMBERS to (child)? (READ LIST)? (NEW LACHS 2010)

1 = Every day,
2 = 3 to 6 days,
3 = 1 to 2 days, or
4 = Never?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C2=2 through 17) OR (C2a=1 through 4), ASK C15. ELSE GO TO C16.)

C15. How many days IN A TYPICAL WEEK does (child) eat breakfast? (READ LIST)?

1 = Every day,
2 = 3 to 6 days,
3 = 1 to 2 days, or
4 = Never?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

FAST FOOD

C16. How often does (child) eat any food including meals and snacks from a fast food restaurant, like McDonald’s, Taco Bell, Kentucky Fried Chicken, or another similar type place? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, AMERICAN JOURNAL OF HEALTH PROMOTION ARTICLE, MODIFIED)

1 = 4 or more times per week,
2 = 1 to 3 times per week,
3 = Less than once a week but more than once a month, or
4 = Less than once a month?
5 = (VOL) Never
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C17. On an AVERAGE DAY, about how many sodas or sweetened drinks such as Gatorade, Red Bull or Sunny Delight does (child) drink? Do not include diet sodas or sugar-free drinks. Please count a 12-ounce can, bottle or glass as one drink. (LACHS 07, NYCHS 2005, MODIFIED)

(INTERVIEWER: If, after probing, Resp says 3 or less drinks for the entire week, code as “97” (Rarely).)

_____ Enter #  (RANGE=0 through 96 ; 97=Rarely; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused)

(IF C17=13 through 96, ASK C17v. ELSE GO TO C18.)

C17v. I just wanted to confirm that I correctly entered your response... (child) has (insert from C17) sodas or sweetened drinks on an average day, correct?

1 = Correct
2 = NOT correct

(IF C17v=1, ASK C18.
IF C17v=2, GO BACK AND RE-ASK C17.)
(IF (C2=6 to 17) OR (C2a=3 OR 4), ASK C18. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C20.)

C18. On an AVERAGE DAY, how many hours does (child) spend using a computer for personal e-mail, homework, searching the Internet, chatting online or playing games? This can include using the computer to watch videos, movies or TV shows. Do NOT include time spent using a computer AT school. (LACHS 07 MODIFIED)

1 = Gave Hours Only (RANGE=0 through 24)
2 = Gave Minutes Only (RANGE=0 through 59)
3 = Gave Hours and Minutes (USE SAME RANGES AS ABOVE)
4 = (VOL) None/Never
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C18=7 through 24 hours, ASK C18v. ELSE GO TO C19.)

C18v. I just wanted to confirm that I correctly entered your response…(child) spends an average of (IF C18=1, read: "(insert from C18) hours") (If C18=3, read: "(insert from C18) hours and (insert from C18) minutes") on a computer on an average day, correct?

1 = Correct
2 = NOT correct

(IF C18v=1, ASK C19. IF C18v=2, GO BACK AND RE-ASK C18.)

C19. On an AVERAGE DAY, how many hours does (child) watch television, including videos, DVDs, TiVo or recorded shows or play games on Playstation, XBOX or Wii? Only include time when (he/she) is sitting and watching TV or playing video games on Playstation, XBOX or Wii. (LACHS 2007, MODIFIED, 05.02)

1 = Gave Hours Only (RANGE=0 through 24)
2 = Gave Minutes Only (RANGE=0 through 59)
3 = Gave Hours and Minutes (USE SAME RANGES AS ABOVE)
4 = (VOL) None/Never
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C19=7 through 24 hours, ASK C19v. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C20.)

C19v. I just wanted to confirm that I correctly entered your response…(child) spends an average of (IF C19=1, read: "(insert from C19) hours") (If C19=3, read: "(insert from C19) hours and (insert from C19) minutes") watching TV or playing video games on an average day, correct?

1 = Correct
2 = NOT correct

(IF C19v=1, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C20. IF C19v=2, GO BACK AND RE-ASK C19.)

(If (C2=0 to 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2), ASK C20. ELSE GO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C21.)

C20. On an AVERAGE DAY, how many hours does (child) watch television, including videos, DVDs, TiVo or recorded shows? Only include time when (he/she) is sitting and watching TV. (LACHS 2007, MODIFIED, 05.02)

1 = Gave Hours Only (RANGE=0 through 24)
2 = Gave Minutes Only (RANGE=0 through 59)
3 = Gave Hours and Minutes (USE SAME RANGES AS ABOVE)
4 = (VOL) None/Never
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
IF C20=7 through 24 hours, ASK C20v.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C21.

C20v. I just wanted to confirm that I correctly entered your response…(child) spends an average of (IF C20=1, read: "(insert from C20) hours") (IF C20=3, read: "(insert from C20) hours and (insert from C20) minutes") watching TV on an average day, correct?

1 = Correct
2 = NOT correct

(IF C20v=1, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C21.
IF C20v=2, GO BACK AND RE-ASK C20.)

(INsert time stamp)

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

(IF (C2=6 to 17) OR (C2a=3 OR 4), ASK C21.
ELSE GO TO C25.)

C21. Think about the LAST 7 DAYS... (LACHS 07 MODIFIED, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, HEALTH BEHAVIOR IN SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN, 1997-1998)

Not including SCHOOL Physical Education classes, on how many days did (child)...(show only for "c" through "f")

(insert item).

_____ Enter Days (RANGE=0 through 7; 8=Don’t Know; 9=Refused)

(show for “a” and “b” only: (INTERVIEWER: If Resp says “6” or “7” days, ask: “Does (child) go to school on the weekend also?” If “No,” remind Resp that the maximum answer is 5 days.)

a. On how many days did (child)…Walk, bike or skateboard TO school?
b. On how many days did (child)…Walk, bike, or skateboard FROM school?
c. Play or practice a team sport such as volleyball, football, basketball, baseball, soccer or swim team?
d. Participate in activities such as bicycling, rollerblading or skateboarding?
e. Play physically interactive games such as Wii Sports, Wii Fit, or Dance Dance Revolution (DDR)?
f. Go to classes to do gymnastics, dance, karate or other similar activities?

(ASK C22 IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH ITEM THAT IS 1 to 7 FROM C21.
ELSE GO TO C23.)

C22. On the days that (child) did this, about how much time did (child) spend doing this? (LACHS 07 MODIFIED, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, HEALTH BEHAVIOR IN SCHOOL-AGED CHILDREN, 1997-1998)

(IF NECESSARY: Just your best estimate.)

1 = Gave Hours Only (RANGE=0 through 7; 7=7 hours or more)
2 = Gave Minutes Only (RANGE=0 through 59)
3 = Gave Hours and Minutes (USE SAME RANGES AS ABOVE)
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF ITEM FROM C22=6 OR 7 HOURS, ASK C22v IMMEDIATELY. ELSE GO TO NEXT ITEM IN C21. IF NO OTHERS...GO TO C23.)

C22v. I just wanted to confirm that I correctly entered your response…(child) spent (IF C22=1, read: "(insert from C22) hours") (If C22=3, read: "(insert from C22) hours and (insert from C22) minutes") doing this, correct?

(IF NEEDED: (SHOW ITEM FROM C21))

1 = Correct
2 = NOT correct

(IF C22v=1, GO TO NEXT ITEM. IF NO OTHERS...GO TO C23. IF C22v=2, GO BACK AND RE-ASK THAT ITEM FROM C22.)

C23. In order for (child) to have a full, well-rounded education, do you think it is important for (him/her) to have (insert item)?

**C23 Answer Codes**

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)

a. Classes in music, dance, theatre, and the visual arts in school
b. Field trips to cultural and arts experiences
c. Arts professionals teaching music, dance, theatre or the visual arts in the classroom.

C24. Thinking about yourself and (child)'s school...

**(insert item)?**

**C24 Answer Codes**

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. Do you attend school events like performances, exhibits or athletic games
b. Do you volunteer, participate in PTA, or fundraise for the school.
c. Does (child)'s school have an arts education policy or plan.

(ASK ALL)

C25. How would you rate your community on…(LACHS 2007 subsample, Modified)

...(Insert item)? Would you say...(READ LIST)?

**C25 Answer Codes**

1 = Excellent,
2 = Good,
3 = Fair, or
4 = Poor?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)

a. public safety  (IF NECESSARY: Public safety is the protection from things that could be dangerous to people.)
b. access to fresh fruits and vegetables
C26. Is there a park, playground or other safe place for *(child)* to play that you can get to easily? *(LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99)*

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

*(IF C26=1, ASK C26a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C27.)*

C26a. How many days in the PAST 2 WEEKS did *(child)* use the park, playground, or other safe place? *(LACHS 07)*

_____ Enter Days (RANGE=0 through 14; 98=Don't Know; 99=Refused)

*(IF ( C2=1 through 17) OR (C2a=1 through 4), ASK C27. ELSE GO TO C28.)*

C27. In the PAST 4 WEEKS, did *(child)* touch a reptile or amphibian, such as a snake, lizard, turtle or frog? *(New LACHS 2010)*

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

*(IF C27=1, ASK C27a. ELSE GO TO C28.)*

C27a. Did *(child)* touch…*(Insert item)?*

**C27a Answer Codes**

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. a snake?
b. a lizard?
c. a turtle?
d. a frog?

C28. In general, how would you describe *(child)*'s health? *(READ LIST)?* *(LACHS07, 05, 02, 99; NHIS; CHIS2001; CHIS2003)*

1 = Excellent,
2 = Very Good,
3 = Good
4 = Fair, or
5 = Poor?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

*(INSERT TIME STAMP)*
SPECIAL HEALTH NEEDS/DISABILITIES (LACHS 2005, 2002)

C29.  (Insert item)

**C29 Answer Codes**
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. Does **(child)** currently need or use medicine prescribed by a doctor (other than vitamins)?
b. Does **(child)** need or use more medical care, mental health or educational services than is usual for most children of the same age?
c. Is **(child)** limited or prevented in any way in **(his/her)** ability to do the things most children of the same age can do?
d. Does **(child)** need or receive special therapy, such as physical, occupational or speech therapy?
e. Does **(child)** have any kind of emotional, developmental or behavioral problem for which **(he/she)** needs or receives treatment or counseling?

**(ASK C30 IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH “YES” TO C29 series. DO NOT ASK C30 IF “YES” TO C29e. ELSE GO TO NEXT ITEM IN C29 series...IF NO OTHER ITEMS, GO TO C32.)**

C30.  Is this because of ANY medical, behavioral or other health condition?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

**(ASK C31 (IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH “YES” IN C30) OR (IMMEDIATELY AFTER “YES” IN C29e). ELSE GO TO NEXT ITEM IN C29 series. IF NO OTHER ITEMS, GO TO C32.)**

C31.  Is this a condition that has lasted or is expected to last for AT LEAST 12 MONTHS?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

HEALTH CONDITIONS

**Display:**  The next few questions are about any health conditions **(child)** may have.

C32.  Have YOU ever been told by a doctor or other health professional that **(child)** has…**(Insert item)**?
**(LACHS 07, 05 ADULT MODIFIED)**

**C32 Answer Codes**
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

**(Randomize items)**

**(IF C2=2 through 17) OR (C2a=1 through 4), ASK C32a. ELSE GO TO C32b.**

a. ADD or ADHD (If Needed: Attention Deficit Disorder or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder)?
If C32a=1, Ask C33a and C33b immediately. Else go to C32b.

C33a. Is (child) currently taking medication prescribed by a doctor for ADD or ADHD? (LACHS 07, 02)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C33b. Is (child) currently receiving individual or group therapy for ADD or ADHD? (LACHS 07, 02)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

b. Autism?

If C32b=1, Ask C33c immediately. Else go to C32c.

C33c. Is (child) currently receiving individual or group therapy for autism? (LACHS 07)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

c. Diabetes (DIE-AH-BE-TEES)?

If C32c=1, Ask C33d immediately. Else go to C32d.

C33d. Does (child) have Type 1 Diabetes (DIE-AH-BE-TEES) or Type 2 Diabetes (DIE-AH-BE-TEES)? (LACHS 07)

1 = Type 1 diabetes
2 = Type 2 diabetes
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

d. Asthma?

If C32d=1, Ask C33e through C33j immediately. Else go to C34.

C33e. Does (child) still have asthma? (LACHS 07, 05, 02; NHIS)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C33f. During the PAST 12 MONTHS, has (child) had an episode of asthma or an asthma attack? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99; NHIS; 2003 CHIS CHILD SURVEY)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(If C33e=1 OR C33f=1, Ask C33g. Else go to C34.)
C33g. During the PAST 12 MONTHS, how many days of daycare or school did (child) miss due to asthma? Just your best estimate. (LACHS 07, 05; CHIS CHILD SURVEY 2003 MODIFIED)
   1 = Gave Response (RANGE=0 through 365)
   2 = (child) NOT in Day Care or School / Not Applicable
   8 = (VOL) Don't Know
   9 = (VOL) Refused

C33h. How often does (child)'s asthma limit (his/her) physical activity? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02; LACHS 99 MODIFIED)
   1 = Always,
   2 = Most of the time,
   3 = Sometimes,
   4 = Rarely, or
   5 = Never?
   8 = (VOL) Don't Know
   9 = (VOL) Refused

C33i. Does (child) take prescription medicines - including inhalers - to control (his/her) asthma? (LACHS 07,05, 02)
   1 = Yes
   2 = No
   8 = (VOL) Don't Know
   9 = (VOL) Refused

C33j. How many times during the PAST 12 MONTHS did (child) visit an emergency room or urgent care center because of asthma? (LACHS 07, 05, NATIONAL ASTHMA SURVEY 2003)
   _____ Enter Time (RANGE=0 through 365; 998=Don't Know; 999=Refused)

Display: The next questions are about your understanding of vaccinations.

C34. Do you think that…(insert item)?

C34 Answer Codes
   1 = Yes
   2 = No
   8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
   9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)
a. It is safe for a child under ONE year of age to get immunized.
b. It is NORMAL or ACCEPTABLE for a child to experience mild fever, swelling, or mild rash after getting a shot.
c. Parents should be allowed to send their children to school even if they’re NOT immunized.

(INsert TIME STAMP)
HPV

Display: The next few questions are about (child)'s immunization.

(IF (R2=1) AND Q42 FROM ADULT SURVEY (4851C OR 4851L) =1 AND ((C2=9 through 17) OR (C2a=3 OR 4)), READ DISPLAY BELOW, THEN AUTOPUNCH C35 WITH ANSWER FROM Q42.

(IF (R2=1) AND (((Q42 FROM ADULT SURVEY (4851C OR 4851L) <>1) OR (Q42=1 AND ((C2=0 through 8) OR (C2a=1 OR 2))))), DO NOT READ DISPLAY BELOW, THEN AUTOPUNCH C35 WITH ANSWER FROM Q42.

ELSE READ DISPLAY, THEN ASK C35.)

Display: Human papilloma (PAP-ILL-OH-MAH) virus (VY-RUS), also called HPV, is a common sexually transmitted infection known to cause cervical cancer in women. A vaccine to prevent HPV infection is available for girls and boys starting at age 9 and is called the cervical cancer vaccine, or HPV shot

C35. Before today, had you ever heard of a vaccine to prevent HPV and cervical cancer? (LACHS 07, PROJECT CONNECT)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C35=1) AND ((C2=9 through 17) OR (C2a=3 OR 4)), ASK C35a. ELSE GO TO C36.)

C35a. Has (child) received any HPV shots?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C35a=1, ASK C35b. ELSE GO TO C36.)

C35b. How many HPV shots has (child) had?

_____ Enter # (RANGE=1 through 3; 4=4 or more; 8=Don't Know; 9=Refused)

[INTERVIEWER: If 4 shots or more than 4 shots, please confirm. Punch code 4 if respondent confirms the amount is correct.]

(IF C35b=1 OR 2, ASK C35c. ELSE GO TO C36.)

C35c. Are you planning on having (child) given all 3 HPV shots?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

H1N1 VACCINE QUESTIONS

(ASK ALL)

C36. During the past 12 months, did (child) get sick with the flu – that is, did (child) have a fever ALONG with body aches AND either a sore throat and/or a cough?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF C36=1, ASK C36a. ELSE GO TO C37.)
C36a. Did you do any of the following for (child) because of the H1N1 flu?

(insert item)

C36a Answer Codes
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. Took (child) to a doctor.
b. Kept (child) home from school.
c. Kept (child) away from siblings & friends.
d. Kept (child) in a separate bedroom.
e. Asked (child) to cough into (his/her) elbow.

C37. Since October, 2009, did (child) get a shot or nasal spray specifically for the H1N1 flu?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C37=1) AND ((C2=0 through 9) OR (C2a=1 OR 2 OR 3)), ASK C38. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C38a.)
C38. Did (child) receive 1 dose of the shot or nasal spray, or 2?

[INTERVIEWER: If says “More than 2,” probe with…“Were any of these shots a seasonal flu shot?” If “Yes,” say…”Please do NOT include the seasonal flu shot in your count.”]

1 = 1 shot/nasal spray
2 = 2 shots/nasal sprays
3 = (VOL) More than 2 shots/nasal sprays
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C37=1), ASK C38a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C39.)
C38a. Where did (child) get the H1N1 vaccine (IF C38=2 OR 3, insert: the FIRST time)?) (READ LIST; SINGLE RECORD)

1 = a community or public health clinic
2 = a doctor’s office or an HMO like Kaiser (KY-ZER)
3 = a pharmacy or retail store
4 = at school
5 = a church or community center
6 = Somewhere else (Specify): ______________________
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF C38a=4, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C39.
ELSE ASK C38b.)
C38b. Would you have preferred to have (child) vaccinated for H1N1 flu AT SCHOOL?

1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = (VOL) Additional shot/nasal spray WAS at school (show only if Q38=2 OR 3)
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

CHILD CARE

(IF (C2=3 to 5) OR (C2a=2), ASK C39.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C40.)
C39. Is (child) in Kindergarten?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C2=0 to 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2), ASK C40.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C47.)

Display: Next, some questions about childcare. By childcare, we mean any kind of arrangement where someone other than you or (child)’s other parent takes care of (child) on a regular basis. Please include care provided by a relative or non-relative, either in your home or someone else’s home, as well as in a child care center. Do NOT include occasional babysitting.

C40. How many hours is (child) currently in any kind of childcare during a TYPICAL WEEK? Just your best estimate. Do NOT include care provided by you or (child)’s other parent. (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED, LACHS 99)

[INTERVIEWER: RESP SHOULD NOT INCLUDE KINDERGARTEN IF THEY ASK.]

_____ Enter Hours (RANGE=0 through 80; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused)

(IF C40=0, ASK C41.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C42)
C41. Which of the following is a reason why you do NOT use any childcare for (child) in a TYPICAL WEEK? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

(Insert item) Is this a reason?

C41 Answer Codes
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)
a. You or (child)’s other parent work at home.
b. You or (child)’s other parent work different hours in order to care for (child) yourselves.
c. You or (child)’s other parent are not working.
d. You prefer to stay at home with (child).
e. Child care costs too much.
f. The child care you want is full or not available.
g. Transportation is a problem.
h. Your child has a disability or other special needs.
i. The childcare program is offered only part of the day.
C42. Which of the following types of childcare do you use for (child) on a regular basis? (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED; LACHS 99)

(Insert item)

(IF NECESSARY: We don’t need to know where, but are just interested in the type of program.)

**C42 Answer Codes**

1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. Head Start or a State Preschool program (IF NECESSARY, SAY: Head Start is a federally-sponsored childcare program. State Preschools are funded by the state.)
b. A childcare center, preschool or nursery school (other than Head Start or a state pre-school program).
c. Someone cares for (child) in THEIR home.

(IF C42c=1, ASK C43a.  
ELSE GO TO C42d.)

C43a. Is this person a LICENSED family or home day care provider? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99)

1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused

C43b. Is this person a RELATIVE, such as a brother, sister or grandparent, or a NON-RELATIVE, such as a friend, neighbor, nanny or au pair (OH-PAIR)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

1 = Relative  
2 = Non-Relative  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused

d. Someone cares for (child) in YOUR home.

(IF C42d=1, ASK C43c.  
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C44.)

C43c. Is this person a RELATIVE, such as a brother, sister or grandparent, or a NON-RELATIVE, such as a friend, neighbor, nanny or au pair (OH-PAIR)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

1 = Relative  
2 = Non-Relative  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF MORE THAN 1 “YES” GIVEN AT C42a through C42d, ASK C44. ELSE GO TO C45.)

C44. You mentioned that you currently use the following types of childcare for (child) …

...(insert each “YES” from C42a through C42d).

Which of these do you use MOST for (child)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

(Programmer: Only show those codes which are “Yes” to the corresponding question in C42a through C42d)

1 = Head Start or State Pre-School Program
2 = a child care center, pre-school or nursery school
3 = Someone cares for (child) in THEIR home
4 = Someone cares for (child) in YOUR home
5 = (VOL) None are used the most / All are used equally
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C45. Overall, how easy or difficult is it for you to get childcare for (child) on a regular basis when you need it? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

1 = Very easy,
2 = Somewhat easy,
3 = Somewhat difficult,
4 = Very difficult, or
5 = Does not need child care?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C45=3 OR 4, ASK C45a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C46.)

C45a. Which of the following are reasons why it is difficult TO FIND OR KEEP childcare for (child) on a regular basis? (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED; LACHS 99)

(insert item) Is this a reason?

C45a Answer Codes
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)
a. Child care costs too much.
b. It is difficult to find a provider with space available.
c. The hours and location don’t fit your needs.
d. The quality of the childcare is not satisfactory.
e. The providers are unreliable - for example, they quit without notice or are late.
f. (child) has a disability or other special needs.
(IF (C2=0 to 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2), ASK C46. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C47.)

C46. Have you ever heard of a telephone information line for parents called the First 5 LA Parent Helpline? (LACHS 07, 05 MODIFIED; FIRST 5-LA 04)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C46=1, ASK C46a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C47.)

C46a. From which of the following sources have you heard something about First 5 LA Parent Helpline? (READ LIST; MULTIPLE RECORD) (LACHS 07 MODIFIED, 05 MODIFIED; FIRST 5-LA 04)

1 = TV
2 = Radio, Newspapers or Ads (bus signs or billboards)
3 = doctor, a social worker, other health professional, or community health worker or promotora
4 = family or friends
5 = Brochures, pamphlets or flyers
6 = School or Community Organizations
7 = Internet
8 = Some other place?
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

C46b. Have you yourself ever called First 5 LA Parent Helpline? (LACHS 07, 05 MODIFIED; FIRST 5-LA 04)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C2=0 through 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2), ASK C47. ELSE GO TO C48.)

C47. Thinking about the PAST MONTH, how much of the time have you felt… (LACHS 07, 05, LACHS 02 MODIFIED; LACHS 99; URBAN INSTITUTE NATIONAL SURVEY ON AMERICA’S FAMILIES 1999)

…(Insert item)? (READ LIST)?

C47 Answer Codes
1 = All of the time,
2 = Most of the time,
3 = Some of the time, or
4 = None of the time?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)
a. that (child) was much harder to care for than most children?
b. that (child) does things that really bother you a lot?
c. that you were giving up too much of your life to meet (child)’s needs?
d. angry with (child)?

(INSERT TIME STAMP)
HEALTH INSURANCE

C48. Is (child) covered by health insurance or any other kind of health care plan?

(IF NECESSARY, SAY: This includes health insurance obtained through an employer, purchased directly, HMOs or pre-paid plans like Kaiser (KY-ZER), government programs such as Medi-Cal, Medicaid, Healthy Families or Healthy Kids, military programs such as Champus, Champ VA, or the Indian Health Service. (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED 99, 97)

1 = Yes, Covered
2 = No, NOT Covered
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF Q48=1 OR 8 OR 9, ASK Q49 series.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE Q50.)

C49. Is (child) currently covered for health insurance…(insert item)?

C49a-f Answer Codes

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. through your own or some other family member’s EMPLOYER, UNION, TRADE ASSOCIATION, SCHOOL OR BUSINESS. (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

b. under MEDI-CAL or MEDICAID. (IF NECESSARY, SAY: the government’s health insurance program for certain low-income children and their families, pregnant women, and certain persons who are disabled or who are seniors) (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED, 99, 97)

c. under HEALTHY FAMILIES, a state program that pays for health insurance for some children up to age 19. (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED, 99)

d. under HEALTHY KIDS, the insurance program in Los Angeles County for children who are not eligible for Medi-Cal, Medicaid or Healthy Families. (LACHS 07, 05)

e. under your own or some other family member’s MILITARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (like Champus or VA coverage) (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

(IF C49a through C49e ARE ALL NOT “YES”, ASK C49f.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C50.)

f. through a SEPARATE POLICY that you or some other family member bought directly from an Insurance Provider.

(IF C49a through C49f ARE ALL NOT “YES”, ASK C49g.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C50.)

g. What is the type or name of (child) insurance? (LACHS 07, 05)

1 = Gave Response
2 = (VOL) NOT Insured
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
C50. There are some types of coverage you may not have considered. Is (child) currently covered for health insurance…(insert item)?

C50a-f Answer Codes
1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. through your own or some other family member’s EMPLOYER, UNION, TRADE ASSOCIATION, SCHOOL OR BUSINESS. (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

b. under MEDI-CAL or MEDICAID. (IF NECESSARY, SAY: the government’s health insurance program for certain low-income children and their families, pregnant women, and certain persons who are disabled or who are seniors) (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED)

c. under HEALTHY FAMILIES, a state program that pays for health insurance for some children up to age 19. (LACHS 07, 05, 02 MODIFIED)

d. under HEALTHY KIDS, the insurance program in Los Angeles County for children who are not eligible for Medi-Cal, Medicaid or Healthy Families. (LACHS 07, 05)

e. under your own or some other family member’s MILITARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (like Champus or VA coverage) (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

(If C50a through C50e are ALL "YES", Ask C50f. Else go to Instructions before C51.)

f. through a SEPARATE POLICY that you or some other family member bought directly from an Insurance Provider.

(If (Any C49a through C49f=1) OR (C49g=1)) OR (Any C50a through C50f=1), Ask C51. Else go to C52.

C51. During the past 12 months, has (child) had any periods when (he/she) had NO health insurance and (he/she) was NOT covered under anyone else’s plan or government health insurance program, like Medi-Cal or Healthy Families? (LACHS 07, 05, 02 ADULT MODIFIED)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Ask All)
C52. When (child) is sick or you want advice about (his/her) health, is there one particular place or health provider that you take (him/her) to MOST often? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF C52=2 OR 8 OR 9, ASK C52a.
ELSE GO TO C53.)

C52a. Is that because you have MORE than one place to take (child) or is it because you have NO regular place to take (him/her)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

1 = More than 1 place
2 = No place to go
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C52a=1 OR 8 OR 9, ASK C52b.
ELSE GO TO C53.)

C52b. Is there a particular place that you take (child) more often than any other place?
(LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99, 97)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

BARRIERS TO ACCESSING HEALTH CARE

(ASK ALL)

C53. Overall, how easy or difficult is it for (child) to get medical care when (he/she) needs it? Would you say it is...(READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02)

1 = Very difficult,
2 = Somewhat difficult,
3 = Somewhat easy, or
4 = Very easy?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C2=3 through 17) OR (C2a=2 through 4), ASK C54.
ELSE GO TO C55.)

C54. In the PAST 12 MONTHS have you tried to get MENTAL OR BEHAVIORAL health care for (child)?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C54=1, ASK C54a.
ELSE GO TO C55.)

C54a. Overall, how easy or difficult is it for you to get MENTAL OR BEHAVIORAL health care when you need it for (child)? (READ LIST)?

1 = Very difficult,
2 = Somewhat difficult,
3 = Somewhat easy, or
4 = Very easy?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF INTERVIEW IS NON-ENGLISH, ASK C54b. ELSE GO TO C55.)

C54b. During the PAST 12 MONTHS, was there ever a time when you had trouble speaking to a doctor or other health care provider about (child)’s MENTAL OR BEHAVIORAL health because he or she did not speak your language?

1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused

C55. In the PAST YEAR, was there ever a time when (child) needed…

…(insert item)… but didn’t get it because you could not afford it? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99; NHIS)

C55 Answer Codes

1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused

(Randomize items)

a. to see a doctor for a physical exam or well (IF C2=0 to 2 OR C2a=1, insert: baby) (IF C2=3 to 17 OR C2a=2 OR 3 OR 4, insert: child) check-up
b. to see a doctor when (child) had an illness or other health problem
c. prescription medicines

(IF (C2=2 through 17) OR (C2a=1 through 4), ASK C55d. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C55e.)
d. dental care, including check-ups

(IF (C2=3 to 17) OR (C2a=2 OR 3 OR 4), ASK “e”.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C55e.)
e. mental health care or counseling

(IF (C2=2 through 17) OR (C2a=1 through 4), ASK C56. ELSE GO TO C57.)

C56. About how long has it been since (child) last visited a dentist or dental clinic? Include dental hygienists and all types of dental specialists. (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, CHIS CHILD 2005)

1 = Never,  
2 = Less than 1 year ago,  
3 = 1 year up to 2 years ago,  
4 = 2 years up to 5 years ago, or  
5 = 5 or more years ago?  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused

C57. Is (child) covered by any type of insurance that pays for part or all of (his/her) dental care? (LACHS 07, CHIS CHILD 2005)

(IF NEEDED: Your insurance may be dental insurance, prepaid dental plans such as HMOs, or government programs such as Medi-Cal or Healthy Families. Do not include free programs.)

1 = Yes  
2 = No  
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know  
9 = (VOL) Refused
PARENTAL SUPPORT

(IF (C2=0 to 5) OR (C2a=1 OR 2), ASK C58.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C61.)

C58. How easy or difficult is it to find someone you can talk to when you need advice about how to raise (child)? (READ LIST)? (LACHS 07, 05, 02, 99)

1 = Very easy,
2 = Somewhat easy,
3 = Somewhat difficult, or
4 = Very difficult?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C59. Do you know where to go when you feel you need assistance in helping (child) learn? (LACHS 07 FIRST 5 LA)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(If (R2=1) AND Q14a/Q14b FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) ARE ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C61a/C61b WITH ANSWER FROM Q14a/Q14b.
ELSE ASK C61.)

C61. Now, thinking about the PAST TWO WEEKS, how often have you been bothered by…? (PHQ-2 QUESTIONS; New LACHS 2010)

(Insert item)? Would you say…(READ LIST)?

C61 Answer Codes

1 = Not at all,
2 = Several days,
3 = More than half the days, or
4 = Nearly every day?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

a. Little interest or pleasure in doing things.
b. Feeling down, depressed or hopeless.

SMOKING

(IF C4=1, ASK C62.
ELSE GO TO C63.)

C62. Did you smoke cigarettes at any time WHEN YOU WERE PREGNANT with (child)? (New LACHS 2010 NHIS, MODIFIED)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF C62=1, ASK C62a. ELSE GO TO C63.)
C62a. At any time DURING YOUR PREGNANCY, did you stop smoking for one day or longer because you were trying to quit? (New LACHS 2010, PRAMS)

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(INsert Time Stamp)

Child Demographics

Display: The next few questions ask about (child’s) ethnic and racial background.

C63. Is (child) of Latino or of Hispanic origin?

(IF NECESSARY: Such as Mexican-American, Latin American, Central or South American, or Spanish-American?)

1 = Yes, Hispanic
2 = No, NOT Hispanic
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C63=1, ASK C63a. ELSE GO TO C64.)
C63a. Is (child) of Mexican ancestry or some other Hispanic ancestry? (MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = Mexican
2 = Other Hispanic
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C63a=2, ASK C63b. ELSE GO TO C64.)
C63b. Which of the following best describes (child)’s (other) Hispanic ancestry or ethnic origin? (READ LIST; MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = Salvadoran
2 = Guatemalan
3 = Costa Rican
4 = Honduran
5 = Nicaraguan
6 = Panamanian
7 = Argentinian
8 = Colombian
9 = Peruvian
10 = Other South American (Specify): ________________
11 = Spanish-American
12 = Cuban
13 = Puerto Rican
14 = Other (Specify): ______________
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused
C64. For classification purposes, we’d like to know what (child)'s racial background is. Is (he/she) White or Caucasian, Black or African-American, Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian or an Alaskan native, a member of another race, or a combination of these? (MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = White / Caucasian
2 = Black / African-American
3 = Asian
4 = Pacific Islander
5 = American Indian / Alaskan Native
6 = (VOL) Hispanic / Latino
7 = Other (Specify): _______________________
8 = (VOL) Don't Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C63=1 AND C64=1 through 5 OR 7) OR (MORE THAN 1 RESPONSE GIVEN FOR CODES 1 THROUGH 7 AT C64), ASK C64m.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C64a.)

C64m. Of the ones that you provided, which racial group (IF C63=1 OR C64=6 or 7, insert: “or ethnicity”), if any, do you think BEST represents (child)'s race, or with which (he/she) MOST CLOSELY identifies?

(Programmer: Show only those codes which were selected at C64)
1 = White / Caucasian
2 = Black / African-American
3 = Asian
4 = Pacific Islander
5 = American Indian / Alaskan Native
6 = Hispanic / Latino (also show if C63=1)
7 = (insert verbatim response from “Other” given at C64)
8 = or does (child) consider (him/herself) Multi-Racial
98 = (VOL) Don't Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (C64=3 OR 4), ASK C64a.
ELSE GO TO C65.)

C64a. Which of the following best describes (child)'s Asian ancestry or ethnic origin? (READ LIST; MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = Chinese
2 = Korean
3 = Filipino
4 = Japanese
5 = Vietnamese
6 = Asian Indian
7 = Cambodian
8 = Hawaiian
9 = Guamanian
10 = Samoan
11 = Laotian/Hmong (Mong)
12 = Other (Specify): _______________________
98 = (VOL) Don't Know
99 = (VOL) Refused
C65. Was *(child)* born in Los Angeles County, in some other place in California, in some other state in the U.S. or outside the United States?

1 = LA County
2 = Other California
3 = Other U.S. State
4 = Outside the U.S.
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

*(IF C65=4, ASK C65a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C66.)*

C65a. How many years has *(child)* lived in the United States?

____ # of Years  (RANGE=0 through 17; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused)

*(Programmer: Answer can NOT exceed age from C2/C2a.)*

C65b. Is *(child)* currently a U.S. citizen or not?

1 = Yes, U.S. Citizen
2 = No, NOT a U.S. Citizen
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

*(INSERT TIME STAMP)*

PARENT DEMOGRAPHICS

*(IF (R2=1) AND Q6 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C66 WITH ANSWER FROM Q6. ELSE ASK C66.)*

C66. What is your age?

____ Record Age  (RANGE=18 through 125; 999=Refused)

*(IF C66=97 through 125 OR 999, ASK C66v. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C66a.)*

C66v. INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CONFIRM THAT YOU INTENDED TO ENTER *(insert from C66)* TO THE PREVIOUS QUESTION.]

1 = Yes, I correctly entered the response
2 = No, I made an error when entering the response

*(IF C66v=1, GO TO INSTRUCTION BEFORE C66a. IF C66v=2, GO BACK TO C66 and RE-ASK.)*
(IF (R2=1) AND Q6a FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C66a WITH ANSWER FROM Q6a. OTHERWISE…

IF Q66=999, ASK C66a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C67.)

C66a. We don't need to know exactly, but generally speaking are you between ages…(READ LIST)?

1 = 18 to 24
2 = 25 to 29
3 = 30 to 39
4 = 40 to 44
5 = 45 to 49
6 = 50 to 59
7 = 60 to 64
8 = 65 or older?
9 = (VOL) Refused

Display: The next few questions ask about your ethnic and racial background.

(If (R2=1) AND Q65 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C67 WITH ANSWER FROM Q65. ELSE ASK C67.)

C67. Are you of Latino or Hispanic origin?

(If NECESSARY: Such as Mexican-American, Latin American, Central or South American, or Spanish-American?)

1 = Yes, Hispanic
2 = No, NOT Hispanic
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(If (R2=1) AND Q65a FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C67a WITH ANSWER FROM Q65a. OTHERWISE…

IF C67=1, ASK C67a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C68.)

C67a. Are you of Mexican ancestry or some other Hispanic ancestry? (MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = Mexican
2 = Other Hispanic
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(If (R2=1) AND Q65b FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C67b WITH ANSWER FROM Q65b. OTHERWISE…

IF C67a=2, ASK C67b. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C68.)

C67b. Which of the following best describes your (other) Hispanic ancestry or ethnic origin? (READ LIST; MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = Salvadoran
2 = Guatemalan
3 = Costa Rican
4 = Honduran
5 = Nicaraguan
6 = Panamanian
7 = Argentinian
8 = Colombian
9 = Peruvian
10 = Other South American (Specify): ____________________
11 = Spanish-American
12 = Cuban
13 = Puerto Rican
14 = Other (Specify): ____________________
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1)) AND Q66 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C68 WITH ANSWER FROM Q66.
ELSE ASK C68.
C68. For classification purposes, we’d like to know what your racial background is. Are you White or Caucasian, Black or African-American, Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian or an Alaskan native, a member of another race, or a combination of these? (MULTIPLE RECORD)
1 = White / Caucasian
2 = Black / African-American
3 = Asian
4 = Pacific Islander
5 = American Indian / Alaskan Native
6 = (VOL) Hispanic / Latino
7 = Other (Specify): ____________________
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

((IF (R2=1)) AND Q66m FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C68m WITH ANSWER FROM Q66m. OTHERWISE...
IF (C67=1 AND C68=1 5 OR 7) OR (MORE THAN 1 RESPONSE GIVEN FOR CODES 1 THROUGH 7 AT C68), ASK C68m.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C68a.)
C68m. Of the ones that you provided, which racial group (IF C67=1 OR C68=6 or 7, insert: “or ethnicity”), if any, do you think BEST represents your race, or with which you MOST CLOSELY identify?

(Programmer: Show only those codes which were selected at C68)
1 = White / Caucasian
2 = Black / African-American
3 = Asian
4 = Pacific Islander
5 = American Indian / Alaskan Native
6 = Hispanic / Latino (also show if C67=1)
7 = (insert verbatim response from “Other” given at C68)
8 = or do you consider yourself Multi-Racial
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1) AND Q66a FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C68a WITH ANSWER FROM Q66a. OTHERWISE...
IF (C68=3 OR 4), ASK C68a.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C69.)
C68a. Which of the following best describes your Asian ancestry or ethnic origin? (READ LIST; MULTIPLE RECORD)
1 = Chinese
2 = Korean
3 = Filipino
4 = Japanese
5 = Vietnamese
6 = Asian Indian
7 = Cambodian
8 = Hawaiian
9 = Guamanian
10 = Samoan
11 = Laotian/Hmong (Mong)
12 = Other (Specify): _____________________
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

(If Q67 from adult survey [fproj=4851C or 4851L] is already answered, autopunch C69 with answer from Q67.
Else ask C69.)
C69. Which language is spoken most often in your home? (Do not read list)

1 = English
2 = Spanish
3 = Mandarin
4 = Cantonese
5 = Chinese (unspecified)
6 = Korean
7 = Vietnamese
8 = Tagalog (TUH-GAHL-AWG)
9 = Armenian
10 = Russian
11 = Japanese
12 = Hmong
13 = Other (Specify): _____________________
98 = (VOL) Don’t Know
99 = (VOL) Refused

(If (R2=1) and Q64 from adult survey [fproj=4851C or 4851L] is already answered, autopunch C70 with answer from Q64.
Else ask C70.)
C70. Were you born in California, in some other state in the U.S. or outside the United States?

1 = California
2 = Other U.S. State
3 = Outside the U.S.
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(If (R2=1) and Q64a from adult survey [fproj=4851C or 4851L] is already answered, autopunch C70a with answer from Q64a. Otherwise...
If C70=3, ask C70a.
Else go to instructions before C71.)
C70a. In which country were you born? (Enter country code from Tackup)

(Range=1 through 58; 97=Other (Specify); 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused)

_____ Enter Country Code

(If (R2=1) and Q64b from adult survey [fproj=4851C or 4851L] is already answered, autopunch C70b with answer from Q64b.
Else ask C70b.)
C70b. How many years have you lived in the United States?

_____ # of Years (Range=0 through 125; 0=Less than 1 year, 998=Don’t Know; 999=Refused)

(Programmer: Answer cannot exceed age given at C66/C66a.)
(IF (R2=1) AND Q64c FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED,
AUTOPUNCH C70c WITH ANSWER FROM Q64c.
ELSE ASK C70c.)
C70c. Are you currently a U.S. citizen or not?

1 = Yes, U.S. Citizen
2 = No, NOT a U.S. Citizen
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1) AND Q68 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED,
AUTOPUNCH C71 WITH ANSWER FROM Q68.
ELSE ASK C71.)
C71. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?

(IF HIGH SCHOOL, ASK:: What was the highest grade you completed?)

(If says COLLEGE, Probe: “Is that some college, a 2-year or Associate’s Degree, or a 4-year or
Bachelor’s Degree?”)

1 = 8th grade or less
2 = Grades 9-12
3 = High school graduate / GED
4 = Some college / trade school / associates degree
5 = College graduate (4-year)
6 = Post-graduate degree
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1) AND Q75 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED,
AUTOPUNCH C72 WITH ANSWER FROM Q75.
ELSE ASK C72.)
C72. What is your marital status? Are you…(READ LIST)?

1 = Married,
2 = Domestic partners,
3 = Not married but living together,
4 = Widowed,
5 = Divorced,
6 = Separated, or
7 = Never married
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1) AND Q76 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED,
AUTOPUNCH C73 WITH ANSWER FROM Q76.
ELSE ASK C73.)
C73. Now I’ll read a list of terms people sometimes use to describe themselves. As I read the list, please stop me

(Randomize code 1 through 3)
1 = Heterosexual / Straight
2 = Homosexual / Gay / Lesbian
3 = Bi-sexual
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF Q17n FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C74 WITH ANSWER FROM Q17n.
ELSE ASK C74.)

C74. Are you currently working for pay full-time - at least 35 hours a week, part-time, or not at all? (LACHS 07, 05)

1 = Full-time
2 = Part-time
3 = Not at all
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(INsert Time Stamp)

EMPLOYMENT OF OTHER PARENT

(IF C72=1 OR 2 OR 3, ASK C75.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C76.)

Display: Thinking about the employment situation of your (spouse / partner).

C75. Is your (spouse / partner) currently working for pay full-time - at least 35 hours a week, part-time, or not at all?

1 = Full-time
2 = Part-time
3 = Not at all
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

OTHER HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION

(IF Q77 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C76 WITH ANSWER FROM Q77.
ELSE ASK C76.)

C76. Including yourself, how many people currently live in your household?

_____ # of People (RANGE=2 through 20; 98=Don’t Know; 99=Refused)

(IF C76=<"totchild", ASK C76v.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C76a.)

C76v. Earlier you mentioned that there were a total of (insert “totchild”) children in your household. However, you are now saying that there are only (insert from C76) total people in the household. Which of those answers did I enter INCORRECTLY? (READ LIST)

1 = The (insert “totchild”) children in the household is NOT correct, or
2 = The (insert from C76) total people in the household is NOT correct?
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C76v=1, ASK C76v1.
IF C76v=2, GO BACK TO C76.
IF C76v=9, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C76a.)
C76v1. Can you please tell me the correct number of total children under the age of 18 years old that live in your household?

(RANGE=1 through 20; 98=Don't know; 99=Refused)

_____ # of Children

(Programmer: Update “totchild” with answer from C76v1. If DK/REF, do NOT update.)

(IF Q77a FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C76a WITH ANSWER FROM Q77a. OTHERWISE...)

C76a. (IF C66=65+ OR C66a=8, read: Including yourself,) H/how many are adults age 65 or older?

_____ # of People (RANGE=0 through 20; 98=Don't Know; 99=Refused)

(Programmer: Answer can NOT exceed C76.)

(IF Q77b FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C76b WITH ANSWER FROM Q77b. ELSE ASK C76b.)

C76b. (IF C66<65 AND C66a<>8, read: Including yourself,) H/how many are adults between the ages of 18 and 64? (LACHS 02, 99, 97 REVISED)

_____ # of People (RANGE=0 through 20; 98=Don't Know; 99=Refused)

(Programmer: Create variable “totadults”...will be the sum of C76a / C76b. IF “fproj”=4851C OR 4851L, use “totadults” data that was collected from Q78a /Q78b. IF (C76a=1 through 20) and (C76b=98 OR 99), set “totadults” to answer from C76a. IF (C76a=98 OR 99) and (C76b=1 through 20), set “totadults” to answer from C76b.) IF (C76=98 OR 99) OR ((C76a=98 OR 99) and (C76b=98 OR 99)), set “totadults” to “1.” IF ((C76a=0) and (C76b=98 OR 99)) OR ((C76a=98 OR 99) and (C76b=0)), set “totadults” to “1.” IF (C76a AND C76b are BOTH “0”), RE-ASK C76a. IF (“totadults” > C76), RE-ASK C76.

IF (“totadults” + “totchild”>C76) OR (“totadults” + “totchild”<C76) AND (0 through 20 TO ALL SC2a/SC2b/SC2c/SC76/C76a/C76b), ASK C76v2.

IF (“totadults” + “totchild” = C76) OR (“totadults” + “totchild” < C76) AND (DK/REF TO ANY SC2a/SC2b/SC2c/SC76/C76v1/C76a/C76b)), GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C77.)

C76v2. I may have incorrectly entered one of more of your previous responses, so please allow me to confirm them with you now. I entered that there are (insert from C76) TOTAL PEOPLE in your household. I also entered that there (is / are) (insert “totadults”) (ADULT / total ADULTS), 18 or older, and (insert “totchild”) (CHILD / total CHILDREN) under 18 in your household, which means that there should be a total of (insert sum of “totadult” + “totchild”) people in your household. Which of those answers did I enter INCORRECTLY? (READ LIST)

1 = The (insert from C76) TOTAL PEOPLE is INCORRECT
2 = The (insert “totadult”) TOTAL ADULTS is INCORRECT
3 = The (insert “totchild”) TOTAL CHILDREN is INCORRECT

(IF C76v2=1, READ DISPLAY BELOW THEN GO BACK TO C76.)
IF C76v2=2, READ DISPLAY BELOW THEN GO BACK TO C76a.
IF C76v2=3, GO TO C76v3.

Display: I will now need to go back and re-ask some questions.

1 = CONTINUE
C76v3. Can you please tell me the correct number of total children under the age of 18 years old that live in your household?

(RANGE=1 through 20; 98=Don't know; 99=Refused)

_____ # of Children

(Programmer: Update “totchild” with answer from C76v3. If DK/REF, do NOT update.)

(IF C76v3 does NOT equal (C76 minus “totadult”), ASK C76v4.)
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C77.)

C76v4. You just confirmed that:

-- The total # of PEOPLE in the household is (insert from C76)
-- And that the total # of ADULTS in the household is (insert “totadults”)

Therefore, the total # of CHILDREN in the household SHOULD BE (insert C76 minus “totadult”), yet you just told me that the total # of children is (insert from C76v3). Please let me know which of these counts is INCORRECT.

1 = The (insert from C76) TOTAL PEOPLE is INCORRECT
2 = The (insert “totadult”) TOTAL ADULTS is INCORRECT
3 = The (insert C76v3) TOTAL CHILDREN is INCORRECT

(IF C76v4=1, GO BACK TO C76.
IF C76v4=2, GO BAK TO C76a.
IF C76v4=3, GO BACK TO C76v3.)

(IF Q70 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C77 WITH ANSWER FROM Q70.
ELSE ASK C77.)

C77. During the PAST 12 MONTHS, has your household been without telephone service for 1 week or more?

(IF NEEDED: Do NOT include interruptions of telephone service because of weather or natural disasters.)

  1 = Yes
  2 = No
  8 = (VOL) Don't Know
  9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1) AND Q71 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C78 WITH ANSWER FROM Q71.
ELSE ASK C78.)

C78. Do you have a cell phone for personal use? Do NOT include any cell phones that may be used solely for business purposes.

(IF NEEDED: Please include cell phones if they are used for ANY personal use.)

  1 = Yes
  2 = No
  8 = (VOL) Don't Know
  9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF (R2=1) AND Q71a FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C78a WITH ANSWER FROM Q71a. OTHERWISE...
IF C78=1, ASK C78a.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C79.)

C78a. Do you usually share this cell phone with any other adults?

1 = Yes
2 = No
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF (R2=1) AND Q71b FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED AUTOPUNCH C78b WITH ANSWER FROM Q71b.
ELSE ASK C78b.)

C78b. How many working cell phone numbers do you (IF "totadults" >1, read: and other adults in your household) have? Again, do NOT include cell phones that are used solely for business purposes.

_____ Enter # (RANGE=1 through 5; 5=5 or more; 8=Don’t Know;9=Refused)

(IF (R2=1) AND Q71c FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C78c WITH ANSWER FROM Q71c.
ELSE ASK C78c.)

C78c. Of all of the phone calls that you or your family receives, are...(READ LIST)?

1 = All or almost all calls received on cell phones,
2 = Some received on cell phones and some received on land lines, or
3 = Very few or none on cell phones?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF Q90 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C79 WITH ANSWER FROM Q90.
IF SC1a IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C79 WITH ANSWER FROM SC1a THEN GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C80.
ELSE ASK C79.)

C79. In what city or town do you live? (ENTER CITY CODE FROM TACKUP)

(RANGE=1 through 482; 997=Other; 998=Don’t Know; 999=Refused)

_____ Enter City Code

(IF Q91 FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C80 WITH ANSWER FROM Q91.
ELSE ASK C80.)

C80. What is your current ZIP code?

1 = Gave Response (All Zip Codes must begin with a “9”)
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(INSET TIME STAMP)
**HOUSEHOLD INCOME**

*(IF Q84 FROM ADULT SURVEY (proj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTOPUNCH C81 WITH ANSWER FROM Q84. ELSE ASK C81.)*

*(Programmer: Create variable called “incchild”…will be set as follows:*

*IF C76 equals the sum from “totadult”/”totchild”…set “incchild” to value from “totchild.”*

*IF C76 does NOT EQUAL sum from “totadult”/”totchild”…set “incchild” to (C76 minus “totadult”).*

*IF “incchild”=0, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C82.)*

*(Programmer: Create variable called “poverty”…will be set as follows:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of HH members</th>
<th>If…</th>
<th>...set “poverty” to…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Children Under 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Adult (Under 65)</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1 and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)) and ((C66&lt;65) or (C66a&lt;8) or (C66a=9))</td>
<td>$11,161.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Adult (65+)</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1 and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)) and ((C66&gt;64 and &lt;126) or (C66a=8))</td>
<td>$10,289.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Adults (Resp. Under 65)</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0) and (C66a=0)</td>
<td>$14,366.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Adults (Resp. 65+)</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0) and (C66a&gt;0)</td>
<td>$12,968.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=3) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$16,781.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=4) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$22,128.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=5) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$26,686.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=6) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$30,693.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=7) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$35,316.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=8) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$39,498.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9+ Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;8) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=0)</td>
<td>$47,514.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Child Under 18

| 1 Adult (Resp. Under 65) | ("totadult"=1) and ("incchild"=1) and (C66b=1) | $14,787.00 |
| 1 Adult (Resp. 65+) | ("totadult"=1) and ("incchild"=1) and (C66a=1) | $14,731.00 |
| 2 Adults | ("totadult"=2) and ("incchild"=1) | $17,268.00 |
| 3 Adults | ("totadult"=3) and ("incchild"=1) | $22,490.00 |
| 4 Adults | ("totadult"=4) and ("incchild"=1) | $27,074.00 |
| 5 Adults | ("totadult"=5) and ("incchild"=1) | $30,815.00 |
| 6 Adults | ("totadult"=6) and ("incchild"=1) | $35,317.00 |
| 7 Adults | ("totadult"=7) and ("incchild"=1) | $39,847.00 |
| 8+ Adults | ("totadult">8) and ("incchild"=1) | $47,744.00 |

2 Children Under 18

| 1 Adult | ("totadult"=1) and ("incchild"=2) | $17,285.00 |
| 2 Adults | ("totadult"=2) and ("incchild"=2) | $21,756.00 |
| 3 Adults | ("totadult"=3) and ("incchild"=2) | $26,245.00 |
| 4 Adults | ("totadult"=4) and ("incchild"=2) | $30,180.00 |
| 5 Adults | ("totadult"=5) and ("incchild"=2) | $34,777.00 |
| 6 Adults | ("totadult"=6) and ("incchild"=2) | $39,130.00 |
| 7+ Adults | ("totadult">7) and ("incchild"=2) | $47,109.00 |

3 Children Under 18

<p>| 1 Adult | (&quot;totadult&quot;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $18,260.00 |
| 2 Adults | (&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $22,965.00 |
| 3 Adults | (&quot;totadult&quot;=3) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $28,130.00 |
| 4 Adults | (&quot;totadult&quot;=4) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $32,264.00 |
| 5 Adults | (&quot;totadult&quot;=5) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $36,460.00 |
| 6 Adults | (&quot;totadult&quot;=6) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $40,905.00 |
| 7+ Adults | (&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;7) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3) | $48,289.00 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adults</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Adult</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3)</td>
<td>$21,832.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3)</td>
<td>$25,603.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=3) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3)</td>
<td>$29,571.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=4) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3)</td>
<td>$34,247.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=5) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3)</td>
<td>$38,501.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6+ Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;=6) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=3)</td>
<td>$46,576.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Children Under 18</td>
<td>1 Adult</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=4)</td>
<td>$28,666.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=3) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=4)</td>
<td>$33,260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=4) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=4)</td>
<td>$37,610.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+ Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;=5) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=4)</td>
<td>$45,701.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Children Under 18</td>
<td>1 Adult</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=5)</td>
<td>$32,108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=3) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=5)</td>
<td>$36,478.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+ Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;=4) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=5)</td>
<td>$44,497.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Children Under 18</td>
<td>1 Adult</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=6)</td>
<td>$35,300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+ Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;=3) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=6)</td>
<td>$43,408.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Children Under 18</td>
<td>1 Adult</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+ Adults</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;=2) and (&quot;incchild&quot;=7)</td>
<td>$43,138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8+ Children Under 18</td>
<td>1+ Adult</td>
<td>(&quot;totadult&quot;&gt;=1) and (&quot;incchild&quot;&gt;7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Display: The next question is about your combined household income. By household income, we mean the combined income from everyone living in the household including roommates or those on disability income.

C81. Is your household’s total annual income from all sources before taxes...(READ LIST)?

1 = Above ("poverty" x 2), or
2 = Below ("poverty" x 2)?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF Q84a FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTO Punch C81a WITH ANSWER FROM Q84a. OTHERWISE...
IF C81=2 OR 8 OR 9, ASK C81a. ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C81b.)
C81a. Is it...(READ LIST)?

1 = Above ("poverty" x 1), or
2 = Below ("poverty" x 1)?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(NOW GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C82.)
(If Q84b FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED, AUTO Punch C81b WITH ANSWER FROM Q84b. OTHERWISE...
IF C81=1, ASK C81b.)
C81b. Is it...(READ LIST)?

1 = Above ("poverty" x 4), or
2 = Below ("poverty" x 4)?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF Q84c FROM ADULT SURVEY (fproj=4851C OR 4851L) IS ALREADY ANSWERED), AUTO Punch C81c WITH ANSWER FROM Q84c. OTHERWISE...
IF C81b=2 OR 8 OR 9, ASK C81c.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C82.)
C81c. Is it...(READ LIST)?

1 = Above ("poverty" x 3), or
2 = Below ("poverty" x 3)?
8 = (VOL) Don’t Know
9 = (VOL) Refused

C82. (IF (fproj=4851C OR 4851L), read:) In order to send you the check for $10, I will need to ask you for your full name AND full address to which your check will be sent. This information will be held in the strictest confidence, and will NOT be shared beyond the research team. You can certainly choose to NOT provide this information, but please know that we will be unable to send your check in that case. Would you be willing to provide this information?

(IF (fproj=4851S), read:) We’re interested in grouping respondents into geographic areas of the County. Therefore, I would like to get Please know that this information will be held in strictest confidence and will NOT be shared beyond the research team. Would you be willing to provide this information?

1 = Yes, Gave Response
9 = (VOL) Refused
(IF C82=1, ASK ADDRESS MODULE.
IF (fproj=4851C or 4851L) AND (C82=9), GO TO SR0.)
IF (fproj=4851S) AND (C82=9), GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C82a.)

RESPONDENT NAME :- (ONLY ASK IF “fproj”=4851C OR 4851L)
STREET :- (IF 4851C/4851L, PRE-POPULATE WITH THIS DATA, IF ANSWERED)
APT NUMBER :- (ONLY ASK IF “fproj”=4851C OR 4851L)
CITY : (IF (SC1a OR C79) IS ANSWERED, PRE-POPULATE WITH THAT ANSWER) (IF 4851C/4851L, PRE-POPULATE WITH THIS DATA, IF ANSWERED)
STATE :- (PRE-POPULATE WITH “CALIFORNIA”)
ZIPCODE :- (IF C80 IS ANSWERED, PRE-POPULATE WITH THAT ANSWER) (IF 4851C/4851L, PRE-POPULATE WITH THIS DATA, IF ANSWERED)

(NOW GO TO “GEOCODE”)

(IF (fproj=4851S) AND (C82=9), ASK C82a.)
C82a. In that case, can you at least provide me with the street that you live on and the closest street that crosses it?

(INTERVIEWER: DO NOT ENTER PARALLEL STREETS. ENTER COMPLETE STREET NAME, INCLUDING “ROAD,” “BOULEVARD,” “AVENUE,” “STREET,” ETC. FOLLOWING NAME.)

(AFTER ENTRY, CONFIRM BY SAYING: “And these two streets are cross-streets; that is, they cross each other? Is that correct?”)

1 = Gave Response
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C82a=1, ASK CROSS-STREET MODULE.
IF C82a=9, GO TO SR0.)

STREET :-
CROSS-STREET:
CITY: (IF SC1a OR C79 IS ANSWERED, PRE-POPULATE WITH THAT ANSWER)
STATE :- (PRE-POPULATE WITH “CALIFORNIA”)
ZIPCODE :- (IF C80 IS ANSWERED, PRE-POPULATE WITH THAT ANSWER)

(NOW GO TO “GEOCODE”...ALLOW INCOMPLETE ADDRESS TO CONTINUE.)

GEOCODE.
(Send information from C82 or C82a for live geo-coding. Return the “status code,” “accuracy,” “latitude,” “longitude” and “address/county.”)

(IF (fproj=4851L or 4851C, GO TO C84 CLOSING.
IF “accuracy” is >6, write the returned information from “GEOCODE” into the data, then go to CLOSING. Store the information from C82 or C82a separately from the information returned from “GEOCODE.”.
IF (“accuracy”<7) OR (“status code”<>200, GO TO C82v.)
C82v. Can I repeat back to you the address you gave me to confirm I recorded it correctly?

1 = Yes
9 = Refused

(IF C82v=1 AND C82=1, ASK C83.
IF C82v=1 AND C82a=1, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE C83a.
IF C82v=9, GO TO SR0.)
C83. [INTERVIEWER: READ BACK AND VERIFY ADDRESS BELOW.]

STREET -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH ANSWER FROM C82.)
APT NUMBER -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH ANSWER FROM C82.)
CITY -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH OUTPUT FROM GEO-CODING SEARCH.)
STATE -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH OUTPUT FROM GEO-CODING SEARCH.)
ZIPCODE -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH ANSWER FROM C82.)

1 = Information is correct
2 = EDIT – STREET
3 = EDIT – APT NUMBER
4 = EDIT – CITY
5 = EDIT – STATE
6 = EDIT – ZIP CODE
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C83=1, GO TO “GEOCODE2.”
IF C83=9, GO TO SR0.)

(IF C82v=1 AND C82a=1, ASK C83a.)
C83a. [INTERVIEWER: READ BACK AND VERIFY ADDRESS BELOW.]

STREET -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH ANSWER FROM C82a.)
CROSS-STREET -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH ANSWER FROM C82a.)
CITY -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH OUTPUT FROM GEO-CODING SEARCH.)
STATE -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH OUTPUT FROM GEO-CODING SEARCH.)
ZIPCODE -: (PRE-POPULATE WITH ANSWER FROM C82a.)

1 = Information is correct
2 = EDIT – STREET
3 = EDIT – CROSS-STREET
4 = EDIT – CITY
5 = EDIT – STATE
6 = EDIT – ZIP CODE
9 = (VOL) Refused

(IF C83a=1, GO TO “GEOCODE2”… ALLOW INCOMPLETE ADDRESS TO CONTINUE.
IF C83a=9, GO TO SR0.)

GEOCODE2. (Send information from C83 or C83a for live geo-coding. Return the “status code,” “accuracy,” latitude,” “longitude” and “address/county.”)

(Write the returned information from “GEOCODE2” into the data, then go to SR0. Make sure that the address information from C82/C82a, C83/C83a, GEOCODE and GEOCODE2 are each stored separately in the data file.)

SR0. I would like to tell you about a follow-up that the Department of Public Health is also conducting. We will offer $50 for your participation. Can I tell you about that study now?

[If “No,” probe with, “Can we call you back to describe the study when it begins in a few months?”]

1 = Yes
2 = No/Refused
3 = No, but OK to callback in a few months
SR1. The Department of Public Health wants to obtain more detailed measurements for certain health conditions, such as high blood pressure and diabetes, to better understand the health needs of the county population.

This follow up study, which involves only a brief physical exam and lab testing, will take 45-60 minutes. If you agree to participate, you may be contacted by telephone within the next 2-3 months to schedule an appointment at one of our health centers. All the information you provide in this follow-up visit is completely confidential and will be used only for statistical purposes. Only some of those who agree to participate will be re-contacted.

1 = CONTINUE

SR2. Can I confirm that you will participate in this follow-up study?

1 = Yes, would like to participate
2 = No, would not like to participate

(IF SR2=1, ASK SR3.
ELSE GO TO CLOSING.)

SR3. Thank you. We appreciate your willingness to participate in this study.

Is this phone number where I first reached you today, (insert PHONE), the best way for the Department of Public Health to get in touch with you to schedule a Health Center appointment?

1 = Yes
2 = No

(IF SR3=1, ASK SR3a.
ELSE GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE SR4.)

SR3a. In case we don’t reach you at first, is there an alternate telephone number where you can be reached between 9:00 am and 7:00 pm on a weekday?

[INTERVIEWER: PROBE TO DETERMINE WHETHER IT IS A LANDLINE OR CELL PHONE NUMBER]

1 = Yes, LANDLINE (Specify): _______________________________
2 = Yes, CELL PHONE NUMBER (Specify): ____________________
3 = NO OTHER NUMBER

(IF SR3=2, ASK SR4.
ELSE GO TO SR5.)

SR4. What phone number would you like the Department of Public Health to call you on? You can give me either a landline telephone number, a cell phone number or both. (MULTIPLE RECORD)

1 = Gave LANDLINE (Specify): _______________________________
2 = Gave CELL PHONE NUMBER (Specify): ____________________

SR5. Is there any particular time of day, on a weekday between 9:00 am to 7:00 pm that is best for the Department of Public Health to contact you in order to schedule the clinic visit appointment?

1 = Yes (Specify): _______________________________
2 = No
Thank you again for your willingness to participate. If selected to participate, you may be contacted in 2 to 3 months by the Department of Public Health.

1 = CONTINUE

These are all the questions I have. Thank you very much for participating in this important survey for the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health.

1 = CONTINUE

INTERVIEWER PLEASE ENTER THE LANGUAGE OF INTERVIEW

1 = ENGLISH
2 = SPANISH
3 = CANTONESE
4 = MANDARIN
5 = VIETNAMESE
6 = KOREAN

(INSERT TIME STAMP)

Programmer: Create the following variables:

> “adstat”
  > Set default value to “2”
  > IF (“recruit”<1), change to a value of ‘1’

Value Labels
1 = Completed / Adult Survey
2 = Non-Complete / Adult Survey

> “rcstat”
  > Set default value to “0”
  > IF (“adstat”=1) AND (“totchild”=0), change to a value of “9”
  > IF (“adstat”=1) AND (“totchild”>0), change to a value of “3”
  > IF (R2=1 OR R2b1=1 OR R3b2a1=1), change to a value of “1”
  > IF (R4a=1), change to a value of “2”

Value Labels
0 = Status of Recruitment Not Determined Yet
1 = Recruited for CS
2 = Refused CS / NOT Recruited for CS
3 = Recruitment Began but NOT Complete
9 = No Recruitment / No Children

> “chstat”
  > Set default value to “0”
  > IF “rcstat”=2 OR 9, change to a value of “9”
  > IF “rcstat”=1, change to a value of “2”
  > IF “C81” is answered AND “CLOSING”=1, change to a value of “1”

Value Labels
0 = Status of CS Not Determined Yet
1 = Completed / Child Survey
2 = Non-Complete / Child Survey
9 = No Children / Refused/Not Recruited for CS